2007 chevy colorado engine

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Takta recall- brake lights, just stopped working along with the
cruise control, also outside truck bed light. Switch ignition locks. Lights stopped working while
driving down street. Ignition when tring to start vehicle. The contact owns a Chevrolet Colorado.
The contact stated that the vehicle stalled several times. The contact had to wait several
minutes before the vehicle could be restarted. The dealer spitzer Chevrolet northfield, E Aurora
rd, northfield, oh , diagnosed that the engine assembly needed extensive servicing and may
need to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure.
The failure mileage was not available. Contact stated the number 4 cylinder valve broke in two
places and the number 2 was damaged. The contact stated that the vehicle idled abnormally and
began leaking oil. The failure occurred without warning. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic who diagnosed that four cylinders in the engine were defective and
needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
approximately , The VIN was not provided. Search CarComplaints. The contact stated that the
clasp for the front passenger seat belt fractured. In addition, the engine warning light
illuminated. The vehicle was diagnosed but the repairs were unknown. The contact stated that
the remedy did not resolve the failure. The contact also stated that the heating and cooling fan
were fractured the fan was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was , The contact
stated that the engine failed. The contact mentioned that after ten minutes of waiting to restart
the vehicle, the passlock anti theft system warning indicator illuminated. The failure recurred
sporadically. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The approximate failure mileage was
35, Starting in , the vehicle had widely spaced and random issues of not starting, but would
start fine after an undetermined amount of time. At the time, I did not know that it was related to
the pass lock system which will not allow a restart for a period of approximately 10 minutes. In
the past month, I have had this problem approximately 12 or more times and finally found out
that it was caused by the pass lock system. This condition is very dangerous because if the
truck is shut off to save fuel in a traffic jam, or at a traffic accident, etc, it may not restart when
the road then becomes open, leaving you stranded in a traffic lane. Because the problem is
totally intermittent, you can't troubleshoot it because by the time you try to find out what is
wrong, there is nothing wrong and it will restart fine. The problem can be in the ignition module
icm , the body control module BCM or a connector or wiring at any point in between as well as
some other remote possibilities. This problem has caused me to late almost every time it has
happened. I was slowing down at an intersection to make a right hand turn. As I made the turn,
my engine died. I lost power steering, and my vehicle was extremely difficult to control. I nearly
hit another car. My engine restarted immediately after I placed the truck in park. The next day,
my truck died again while slowing to enter an intersection. I immediately took it to a mechanic,
who replaced the throttle body. On the way home, it died while make a right hand turn. This
appears to be a common failing with the Chevrolet Colorado, and is very dangerous as it causes
a loss of power steering. Passlock issues ongoing for over a year.. Vehicle will not start and
thinks being stolen. Passlock shuts down computer. Sometimes it takes 1, 2, 3, or 4 times
waiting for 10 minutes! Please GM, do a recall!! The contact stated that the vehicle failed to
start. The contact also stated that an unknown warning light illuminated. The failure occurred on
numerous occasions. The approximate failure mileage was 44, The manufacturer was contacted
about the failure. The failure mileage approximately , The VIN was not available. Pulling into
parking spot and truck came to dead halt, looked down and the 4 wheel low had engaged.
Vehicle wouldn't move and made awful grinding noises finally got it back into 2 wheel drive.
Have no idea if it made grinding noises then as I thought I was going to crash. There was an
officer behind me that almost hit me but he followed me home to make sure the truck got there.
There have been numerous other little issues with the truck like not starting, rear brakes
blowing apart, U joints went out at 25, miles, engine not sealed properly per mechanic as got
water in it last year. Some time the engine fails to start, cranks ok, volts at battery After 15 or 20
min. It will start. The dealer says he can not help until it happen at the dealership, the fuel pump
is running when this happen. I cannot check the spark because I cannot find them. Please help.
The engine started missing on 1cylinder, then showed an engine warning light. The instrument
panel also showed a reduced power warning. The truck was taken to my local garage, and
subsequent inspection showed no compression in 1 cylinder. Inspection there was diagnosed
as burnt valves or failed valve seats. There are service bulletins on and Colorados for valve and
valve seat problems. The service personnel at the dealership were honest and considerate to
inform me of the bulletins on the older models, and that while there were no bulletins on
Colorados, mine was not the only one to have the same type of valve problems. The and models

were repaired up to , miles free of charge. As there are no service bulletins or recalls on models,
Chevrolet has offered to pay only half of the repair costs. My vehicle is now 5 months past
warranty with miles and was bought used off lease. Chevrolet has offered to pay half the repair
cost of approximately dollars because they say this was unusual. I feel they should pay the
whole cost as this repair is a continuance of the 05, 06 problem. Is there anyway to check how
many Colorados have valve problems similar to the 05, 06 valve and cylinder head bulletins. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Reliability indicates how models have
performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the
year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to
consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Chevrolet Colorado Change Vehicle. The Colorado seemed promising when it replaced the S in
However, its unrefined five-cylinder engine, which it shares with its GMC Canyon twin, is
anemic and doesn't offer a fuel-economy advantage over a V6. Notable shudder plagues the
ride, the seats are uncomfortable and interior quality is lacking. However, handling is sound.
Starting in , the Colorado offered standard stability control. There are 3 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall
Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Bigger, better
breathing engines headline a list of improvements to the Chevy Colorado line of mid-size
pickups. The base-level four-cylinder engine has been bored out from 2. That's 10 horsepower
and 5 more pound-feet than The optional five-cylinder engine has been enlarged from 3. Other
improvements for include a smoother-shifting automatic transmission, a more powerful amp
alternator, a standard tire-pressure monitor, and brighter interior trim. Chevy Colorado was
designed for comfort and favors roominess, ride comfort and fuel efficiency over traditional
truck virtues such as payload and towing capacity. That's a strong selling point because
mid-size trucks are often bought as alternatives to cars, and their owners want more hip room,
leg room and head room. Most are willing to sacrifice bed length for cab room. We think the
trade-offs have paid off. The Chevrolet Colorado rides smoothly and feels refined. Order the
five-cylinder engine and it accelerates smartly. The Crew Cab features a roomy back seat that's
surprisingly comfortable and not bolt-upright. Yet the Colorado fits into tight parking spaces,
something that can't be said of full-size pickups. Like all the trucks in this category, the
Colorado is substantially smaller and more maneuverable than full-size pickups such as the
Dodge Ram or Chevy Silverado. These are important benefits because even those who
frequently use pickups to perform genuine truck duties spend most of their time driving with an
empty bed. But don't get us wrong: The Colorado isn't a car with a bed. In fact, the Colorado
provides all the trucking capacity most owners will ever use. A properly equipped Colorado is
rated to tow 4, pounds, enough for transporting ATVs, dirt bikes, personal watercraft, bass
boats, and small camping trailers. For most consumer needs, Colorado is more than enough
truck to get the job done. Colorado also offers a utilitarian Regular Cab work truck, a relatively
inexpensive vehicle for buyers who want a tool for their work. All told, about a hundred
permutations of the Colorado are available, giving buyers lots of choices to fit their needs.
Regular and Extended Cabs come with a six-foot bed. Crew Cabs come with a five-foot bed.
Three suspension packages are offered: The rugged Z85 is the standard setup and is available
with two-wheel drive 2WD or four-wheel drive 4WD. Appropriately, the low-riding ZQ8 sport
suspension is only available with 2WD. New for , the 2. Also new for , the 3. It is also included in
the more up-level trim packages. The automatic is now standard in all Crew Cabs and with some

up-level trims. Only the standard suspension is available. All come with hose-it-out vinyl floor
mats and durable vinyl seating, ideal for muddy-boot applications and situations where the
buyer isn't the same person as the driver. LT trim adds reclining seats with upgraded
upholstery, metallic interior trim, more stereo speakers, color-keyed grille and side moldings,
and aluminum wheels. To that the 2LT Package adds bucket seats; power windows, mirrors and
locks with remote keyless entry; deep-tinted glass; and a self-dimming rearview mirror. It also
makes the five-cylinder engine and automatic transmission standard. Package 3LT includes all
2LT equipment plus additional upgrades like carpeted floor mats, a sliding rear cab window, and
fog lamps. Ground clearance at the rear differential is 8. Order 4WD and you get skid plates, too.
A monochromatic paint scheme and fog lamps add visual distinction. Colorado Xtreme drops
the ZQ8 suspension down another 1. A unique grille, tailgate spoiler, and side-sill extensions
add exclusivity to Xtreme's appearance, along with monochromatic paint schemes limited to
red, black, white, blue, or yellow. Other options and accessories are available as well. Safety
features include dual-stage front airbags and front seatbelt pre-tensioners. Four-wheel anti-lock
brakes ABS come standard on all models. A tire pressure monitor, also standard on all models,
is. The Chevy Colorado looks very much the same as it did in ' There have been some changes
on the paint chart, and LS and LT models now wear identifying badges. The popular inch
cast-alloy wheels are now offered in chrome as well as natural-look aluminum. Colorado looks
like a downsized and slightly Picasso-ized rendition of the full-size Silverado, beginning with its
bold chrome horizontal-bar grille and multi-lens headlamps. The lamp assembly has a flying
wedge contour, higher at the outside, and houses high and low beams, daytime running lamps
and turn signals. On models so equipped, fog lamps are inset into the bumper. Overall, the
Colorado has a clean, modern look. The fender bulges are angular and aggressive, more so
than Silverado's. The leading edge of the front fender flares isn't finished elegantly, however.
Reach-through door handles allow a full handful of grip for easy opening, even with gloves. The
Crew Cab looks well balanced despite the extra cab length. A two-position locking tailgate,
which opens to 55 degrees or to fully horizontal, provides more cargo utility. When the tailgate
is partway down, the Colorado can carry a 4-by-8 foot sheet of plywood flat, supported by the
wheel wells and the rear edge of the tailgate. Ride height varies by suspension grade and has a
dramatic effect on the truck's appearance. The ZQ8 Sport models look slammed with their lower
ride height; although with inch wheels for '07, their minimum ground clearance is just about an
inch less than that of the standard 2WD Colorado. The standard Colorado has about 7. The Z71
off-road suspension raises the ground clearance to around 8. All Crew Cab and Extended Cab
models ride on a inch wheelbase, while Regular Cab models ride on a inch wheelbase. Overall
length is inches for all but Regular Cabs, which are inches long. Overall height is about 65
inches for the standard Z85 suspension, 68 inches with 4WD. Chevy Truck dealers offer a range
of accessories, including a bed extender, hard and soft tonneau covers, tubular assist steps
and splash guards. All can be installed at the time of delivery and can be financed as part of the
deal. The center stack and HVAC trim are now painted silver, and cloth has been added to the
door insert padding. Otherwise, however, Colorado's interior is swathed in hard plastic that's
not finger friendly but should prove to be durable, important in a working truck. Inside door
releases feel solid and sturdy, but have the same hard feel. The leather-wrapped steering wheel
is well cushioned, however, and feels good in hand and should remain comfortable for the long
haul. The optional front bucket seats are wide and soft, and lack lateral support, whether
upholstered in cloth or leather. Each door panel has a molded map pocket contoured for a
bottle or can. The center console has cup holders that look capable of handling a variety of
drink containers. The center armrest opens into a small storage space, big enough for a large
wallet, but it wobbles when pushed. A small tray on the console is useful. Instruments are
traditional white-on-black with orange needles. They are easy to read and don't hide their
functionality with artsy markings. This practical approach continues to the center stack. No
ground-breaking innovation here, just straightforward knobs and dials that don't require a
postgraduate degree to operate. Turning on the dome light requires fumbling around for a small
thumbwheel, however, which we found difficult while navigating in pre-dawn darkness. For this
reason, we recommend the optional electrochomic automatic-dimming rearview mirror, which
features map lights, compass and outside temperature display. Light switches on mirrors often
lead to thumbprints and frequent mirror adjustments, but in this case they're a step up. The
Crew Cab's back seat is surprisingly comfortable, particularly when compared with the back
seats of old-generation compact Crew Cabs. There's a reasonable amount of leg room,
especially with a little cooperation from those sitting in front, and the seat is comfortably high.
The seatback angles back slightly, making it more comfortable than the bolt-upright backrest
found in some other pickups. The wide cabin provides enough shoulder room for adult males,
but don't expect the width of a full-size pickup. Getting in and out of the back seats is a little

awkward because the door is relatively narrow and you have to swing your feet in to clear the
wide B-pillar the post between the front and rear doors. Forget about sitting in the back of an
Extended Cab. It has back seats, but they're only good for hauling kids short distances. The
rear seats flip down, providing a good place for cargo and with modifications it would be okay
for a medium-size dog. The rear doors are rear hinged, meaning they swing open suicide-style.
Chevy Truck appears to have struck the right balance between capability and comfort for its
midsize pickup. Colorado rides like a truck, but it isn't nasty about it. By aiming for a more
modest towing capacity, GM engineers were able to reduce the rear spring rate and tune the
suspension for a smooth ride. The rear end doesn't bounce around on washboard dirt roads the
way it does on older trucks. It's the front end that feels firmer. Up until , the standard Colorado
engine has been a 2. It delivered acceptable acceleration, and seemed adequate for most
mid-size pickup-truck duties, particularly when paired with the five-speed manual transmission.
We expect the new 2. For , the optional inline-5 displaces 3. That might make more of a
difference, although it's still a bit weak compared to the optional 4. Dodge Dakota's top V8
boasts pound-feet of torque now, and will have for , but the Dakota is a bigger, heavier truck. In
the Colorado's defense, we should point out that the inline-5 sustains its peak torque over 90
percent of its rev range, which is important when hauling heavy loads or towing trailers. The
maximum towing load for the Colorado with the five-cylinder engine and automatic
transmission is pounds, compared with for the V6 Tacoma, for Frontier, and for the max-V8
Dakota. On the other hand, Colorado runs happily on 87 octane regular. Toyota recommends
but does not require premium for its V6. A five-cylinder engine is an unusual configuration for a
U. Mercedes-Benz offered five-cylinder diesels in the '70s, and Audi's premier engine was in
inline-5 from More recently Volvo has adopted the straight-five idea. All of these engines
produce a distinctive, siren-like sound at full throttle, and so does the five-cylinder Colorado. At
cruise, however, GM's five-cylinder is quiet, and there's no indication that it's anything out of
the ordinary. If you like inline-6 engines better than V6s, then you'll like the inline-5 just fine. It's
much more responsive than the four-cylinder and delivers quicker acceleration. It's also
smoother. Just don't mention the number of jugs it has in a cowboy bar. GM lopped cylinders
off the six to get the five and four. These are modern engines featuring all-aluminum
construction, dual overhead camshafts with four valves per cylinder, variable valve timing,
electronic drive-by-wire throttle control, and a high compression ratio. For , both Colorado
engines are not only larger thanks to a bigger, 3. Colorado accelerates decently in traffic and
the Hydra-Matic 4LE four-speed automatic should shift even smoother in '07, thanks to a new
input speed sensor. But goose it on loose gravel or dirt, and the traction control system shuts
down the power and the Colorado bogs. We discovered this when trying to merge into
fast-moving traffic from a pebbly roadside. The traction control override button, located high on
the dash, can be used in such a situation, but obviously you'll need to think that through in
advance. In snow, however, the traction control should help in taming the pickup's lightly
loaded rear end. Chevy Colorado offers the increased roominess of the newest generation of
mid-size pickup trucks. Anyone looking for a smaller truck that's not cramped on the inside, but
is still capable of handling a respectable load or pulling a lightweight trailer, should find the
Colorado a good choice. Load three dirt bikes on a trailer, and assorted gear in the bed, and
three bikers and a couple of hangers-on can head to the track. Or take the kids to soccer
practice and bring home a dozen bags of mulch. The Colorado handles it all with aplomb. You
must be logged in to post a comment Login. Reviews Previews Advice Awards. Turning circle:
Cargo volume: Payload: Lbs. Towing capacity: Lbs. Suspension, f: independent, upper and
lower control arms, coil springs, anti-roll bar Suspension, r: live axle, two-stage multi-leaf
semi-elliptic springs, anti-roll bar Ground clearance: 6. Curb weigth: lbs. Unless otherwise
indicated, specifications refer to test vehicle. Prices do not include manufacturer's destination
and delivery charges. Manufacturer Info Sources: - Related Vehicles. Follow NewCarTestDrive.
ABS, dual-stage front airbags with passenger deactivation on Regular Cabs , front seatbelt
pre-tensioners, LATCH child seat anchors, foldaway outside rear view mirrors, tire-pressure
monitor. The Chevy Colorado was first introduced in and that first generation, as well as its
twin, the GMC Canyon, stayed on the market from to From until the current model, the Chevy
Colorado has been in its second iteration. We've gathered useful reviews and information about
common problems facing various model years of the Chevy Colorado from a variety of
reputable sources, including customer reviews and industry leaders. These reviews, gathered
from Edmunds, address a variety of Chevy Colorado pros and cons across model years. One
reviewer purchased a Chevy Colorado brand new, and when the vehicle reached miles the
transmission began vibrating regularly. The dealership technician said there was nothing wrong
since the check engine light wasn't on. Another Edmunds reviewer reached 12, miles and began
experiencing a rumble and vibration issue that seems to be common with Chevy trucks. They

had the transmission flushed and replaced the torque converter under warranty, but neither
solution fixed the problem. This reviewer conducted research and determined this to be a
common issue. They're still waiting for a response from General Motors since the dealership
could not fix the problem. This reviewer offered some observations after driving their new
Chevy Colorado miles. They found the interior to be minimal and the storage lacking compared
to other trucks in the class. They would prefer more USB ports than the two provided in the
front. A large complaint is the hidden drivetrain control which can't be seen while driving.
Another problematic design flaw is the lack of a panel light indicating your driving mode. The
reviewer finds the 8-speed transmission is constantly shifting but has a decent pick-up. The
wheels do seem to spring initially. Car Complaints addresses a few of the most common Chevy
Colorado problems and offers solutions. They rate the model year as the worst due to repair
costs and the low mileage when issues strike. The most common problem with the model year
is shuddering and vibrating. Chevrolet Problems identified the most common issues and
frequent complaints from owners:. The 2nd generation, which includes models from years ,
received an Motor Biscuit compiled a list of owner problems using RepairPal. Earlier Chevy
Colorado model years seem to have more problems than later years. The most common model
years with major problems were , , and Each of those years had reports of between eight and 10
issues. However, most of the problems seem to be easy to fix, though some are expensive. The
heating or air conditioning motor might stop working due to a blower motor resistor block
issue. Many people said that the number four setting was the only one in which the blower
would work. This problem seems to be most common to model years and This had the
additional inconvenience of turning the check engine light on. Most common in model years ,
most people noticed the issue around , miles. Customers are unhappy with General Motors'
ignorance of the issue. Another frequent issue, as mentioned by owners, is the failure of the CD
player. Reports state that the CDs either wouldn't play or wouldn't eject. The CD problem is
most frequent in model years and To fix the problem, the radio must be removed from the truck
and sent to a radio repair shop. Finally, 83 owners reported the check engine light would come
on because of the gas cap not closing properly. Usually, the gas cap was loose or worn out.
Despite replacing the gas cap, many owners reported the issue continued. This problem is most
common with model years and and appears around 87, miles. Motor Biscuit states that General
Motors and Chevy have made changes to the model , and many of the issues Repair Pal
reported are present mostly in first-generation models. Buyers can customize the Colorado in a
number of ways with five trim levels:. Other customization options include the crew cab or
extended cab, the short box or long box, and four-wheel drive or two-wheel drive. Engine
options include:. Despite this, the interior does not appear high end and lacks valuable
driver-assist technology. Repair Pal does not have any issues from consumers at this point for
the model. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hyb
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Getty Images. Chevy Colorado Reviews These reviews, gathered from Edmunds, address a
variety of Chevy Colorado pros and cons across model years. Complaints and Problems Car
Complaints addresses a few of the most common Chevy Colorado problems and offers
solutions. The Colorado Motor Biscuit states that General Motors and Chevy have made
changes to the model , and many of the issues Repair Pal reported are present mostly in
first-generation models. Buyers can customize the Colorado in a number of ways with five trim
levels: Base trim Work truck trim LT trim Z71 trim ZR2 trim off-road option Other customization
options include the crew cab or extended cab, the short box or long box, and four-wheel drive
or two-wheel drive. Engine options include: horsepower 2. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.
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